The Local Industrial Council
Neot Hovav - Business Card

About Neot Hovav
Neot Hovav is one of two unique models throughout the country: It is
completely uninhabited and comprises only industrial bodies,
governed by a local government.
The Neot Hovav eco-industrial park is an economic basis for the Negev
and a unique model of sustainable industry and green growth in both
Israel and the world. The park is located 12 km south of Beer Sheva
and 9 km south of Tzahal's (IDF - Israel Defense Forces) City of Training
Bases (Camp Ariel Sharon), the size of the park is 5,863 acres and
provides a living for approximately 11,000 families in the Negev. Its
factories export the value of approximately 4 billion dollars per year.
Since 2006, more than 1.5 billion NIS has invested in improving the
protection of the environment and the handling of past hazards.
Currently, tens of projects are simultaneously being led in order to
further develop the park: establishing new factories, infrastructure
upgrading and building alternative energy devices - a total investment
of over one billion NIS. 20 additional factories are expected to be built
in the next five years, which would create around 2,000 new jobs in
various positions.

General Data
Year of establishment

1989

Municipal status

Local industrial council

City size

25,000 dunams, 6,177
acres
30 existing factories ( and
around 15 more are
currently being planned
and built)
76 million NIS

Number of factories

The council's budget

Accessibility: Distance from main
waypoints and roads
Neot Hovav to
Tel Aviv

1 hour and 25 minutes by car;
3 hours in public transportation

Neot Hovav to
Haifa

2 hours and 10 minutes by car;
4.5 hours in public transportation

Neot Hovav to
Jerusalem

1 hour and 42 minutes by car;
3 hours and 37 minutes in public
transportation
10 minutes by car;
10 minutes in public transportation

Neot Hovav to
Beer Shave

Additional Data- List of factories
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Factory Name
Aviv Recycling
Industries Ltd
Ecosol Israel Ltd
Gaz Gal Darom Ltd
Gas Technologies O.B
Ltd
Dor Ecology

Industrial Branch
Recycling plastic waste
Organic waste incinerators
Gas supply
Storage of metal gas cylinders

Recycler of solvents for a variety of industries:
chemical solvents, hydrocarbon solvents and
mixed solvents.
Environmental Services Handling of toxic waste
Company Ltd. ESC
Teva-Tech
Medication, products for hospitals, mild
chemicals for the pharmaceutical industry, and
veterinary products.
Peretz Y. B. Contractors Local chemicals

Factory Name

Industrial Branch

9
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11

Kol Bo Gaz
Ashtrom Group
Chemagis

12

Luxemburg

13

Makhteshim

14
15
16
17

Metal-Tech
S.T.S
Maxima
Koffolk-South

18

Israel Railways

Provides liquefied petroleum gas
Storage of a variety of bromine compounds
The production and exportation of raw materials
for the pharmaceutical industry.
Manufacturing and providing chemicals for
agriculture, biotechnology and industry.
Develops, manufactures and markets products
for the protection and enhancement of plants.
Metal recycling: tungsten and lithium batteries
Gas storage
Separating air and providing air gases
Advanced intermediate products for fine
Chemistry for various industries, mainly
veterinary and pharmaceutical
Shipping and handling of hazardous materials

Factory Name

Industrial Branch

Flare-up preventing chemicals and water
purification
Transportation and storage of hazardous
materials
Storage of chemicals and gases for Intel Inc.

22

Bromine Compounds
Ltd
Shay Transport LTD.
(Tovala)
Rinchem Company
LTD.
Biosoil

23

PRMS

Gas supply

24
25

Council
Energix Group

Municipal services
Israel's biggest solar power station (37.5
megawatt)

19
20
21

Biological treatment of hazardous waste

Factory Name

26

Industrial Branch

27
28

Edeltech Group (Negev Power station (120 megawatt)
Energy)
Of Oz
Recycling food for animals
Bar – Idan
Compost manufacturing device

29

Elcon

30

Globus Worldwide
Logistics
Asphalt South

31

Treatment, conveyance, collection, removal,
storage, burial and logistics of hazardous
materials.
Storage and making of intermediate products
for manufacturing.
Manufacturing and storage of concrete

Employment Data
Due to the character of the industry and devices in
Neot Hovav, many employees are employed by
different contractors and work in both the factories
and in the factories' yards. The employees work in
permanent, continuous jobs such as maintenance and
packaging, as well as in odd jobs, in short and long
term projects. According to the council's assessments,
the number of employees in the park, including those
who are not employed on a regular basis, is
approximately 6,500.
In total, the number of employees in the Neot Hovav
eco-industrial park is 10,200 (as of November, 2014).

Unique projects and projects yet to
come
Connections (Ksharim) – The Entrance Area
The entrance area of the Neot Hovav eco-industrial park, which will open its
gates in 2016, is currently being built.

The Connections Center at the entrance to the industrial area is an
urban, social, educational, and cultural center for the visitors of Neot
Hovav, as well as for the local community.
At the heart of the entrance area is the Eli Hurvitz Center of Chemistry,
Industry and Sustainability, which will include a chemistry museum and a
visitor center. An ecological garden will be established next to the center,
and a fruit orchard (a social- economic enterprise joint with the SegevShalom Local Council) will be planted near it. Approximately 10,000 fruit
trees will be planted in the orchard, and their fruits will be used for the
production of oils and concentrates, as well as for eating. Young boys and
girls of the Bedouin population will be actively integrated in tending to
the trees, fruit, and different by-products.
The entrance area will also include a technological school, a sports center
(including a sports hall and sports fields), an area dedicated to light
industry and workshops, and a combined regional emergency point.
In addition, a gas station and coffee shop will be built on site. The visitors
will be able to enjoy an artificial lake, as well as rest and picnic areas.
They will also be able to arrive at the site via the Shneor Heshin Bicycle
Path, or through Israel's longest inter-city trail, which connects to the
Beer Sheva Creek Park, goes through Neot Hovav and the City of Training
Bases, and ends south, at the Golda Park.

The Eli Hurvitz Center of Chemistry,
Industry and Sustainability
As part of its efforts to promote the chemistry and sustainability in Israel,
the Neot Hovav Council is establishing a unique experiential center, the
first of its kind in the world.

The Eli Hurvitz Center of Chemistry, Industry and Sustainability,
Whose unique structure was planned by Israel Prize winning architect,
Ada Carmi-Melamed. The council's ultimate objective is to turn the
entire industrial park into a large visitor center, in which many various
crowds will learn about the eco-industrial activity that takes place in
Neot Hovav. Tens of thousands of visitors from all over the country
are expected to frequent the new center – mostly Negev residents
and IDF soldiers (especially those who serve in the City of Training
Bases and their families). Alongside them will be pupils, retired
citizens and professional student groups. A visit to the center will
incorporate educational and professional content in the fields of
chemistry, industry and sustainability, alongside an educational tour
in sites of interest throughout the park. The center will also include an
exhibition hall for museum exhibits, a waste and industry exhibition
avenue, lab rooms, a center dedicated to the promotion of excellence
in chemistry, and an outdoors ecological garden. All of them will
highlight the connection between chemistry, industry and
sustainability.

The Ecological Garden
The Connections Center project will include the establishment of an ecological
garden, which will be created in the format of the Cleantech Maze

. The experiential-educational ecological

garden will combine different sustainability
contents. Its visitors will enjoy the experience
of an underground maze, completely made out
of environmental-ecological materials such as
colorful pipes, dried bamboo columns,
vegetation, and a variety of recycled
manufacturing surpluses, which will create in
combine a fascinating ecological experience.
The activity inside the maze will be run by a
professional guide, who will introduce the
cleantech world to the visitors and will also
explain the process of the making of the maze.

For further information:
Name
Andre Uzan
Amnon Ben Dahan
Amiram Drori
Nitsa Heiken

Haim Ohayon
Gilad Atkes

Lior Niski
Yehudit partos
Avivit Lev Saread

Position
Municipal council
chairman

Phone
08-6543117

Municipal council CEO

08-6543118

Municipal council
treasurer
Envitomental Dept.
Manager
Operation Dept.
Manager
Municipal council
engineer
Municipal council
spokesman
CEO & treasurer
secretary
Visitor center
coordinator

08-6543118
08-6543107

08-6543102
08-6543109
052-5558623
08-6277325
08-6543118
052-4874050

E-mail
uzan@ramathovav.muni.il
amnon@ramathovav.muni.il
amiram@ramathovav.muni.il
nitsa@ramathovav.muni.il
haim@ramathovav.muni.il
gilad@ramathovav.muni.il
dover@ramathovav.muni.il
yehudit@ramathovav.muni.il
avivitl@ramathovav.muni.il

